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NEW QUESTION: 1
A cloud administrator has configured a connection between two
virtual private cloud environments at a public cloud provider
that are each in different accounts. The administrator has
configured the accounts correctly so they can connect to each
other's resources. Both cloud environments have policies that
allow anyone from
0.0.0.0/0 on TCP port 22. The following table shows the network
configuration information:
However, the administrator is unable to establish an SSH

connection from a server in 10.250.40.100 to
10.250.48.214. Which of the following is the MOST likely issue?
A. The routing tables have not been updated correctly.
B. The administrator does not have sufficient credentials.
C. The network ACL is not configured to allow SSH access.
D. The IP configuration on one of the servers is incorrect.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which reserved 2-byte AS number is seen in the AS path when a
BGP router is not capable of understanding 4-byte AS numbers?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 00000
D. 2
E. 3
Answer: B
Explanation:
When BGP was under development, it was assumed that a 16 bit (2
bytes) number for the Autonomous System (AS) was more than
enough (65536 AS Numbers), but the same situation as with IPv4
happened, we are running out of AS numbers "basically" at the
same speed as IPv4 addresses. Strategies where put in place to
keep the business rolling, like reusing old orphan AS numbers,
but something drastically had to be done. The solution was to
create a bigger AS number space with 32 bits (4 bytes) that
provides a pool of 4, 294, 967, 296 BGP AS numbers. The problem
with this new strategy of a bigger AS space is that Old BGP
systems that only support 2 bytes AS number would have problems
to deal with this new design. Some kind of backward
compatibility implementation was needed. In this post we are
going to discuss the details. The 4 byte AS implementation and
compatibility design is built around the following features:
New capability for the 32 bit (4 byte) AS numbers New optional
transitive attributes (AS4_PATH and AS4_AGGREGATOR) New
extended communities A well known transit AS number "23456 to
represent 4 bytes AS numbers to old BGP devices that don't
understand the 4 byte as.
Topic 3, Implement IPv6

NEW QUESTION: 3
In general IS-IS allows routing of both IP and OSI packets.
What type of Implementation does ExtremeWare support?
A. IP only
B. None of the above
C. Dual
D. OSI only
Answer: A
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